Introduction
e United States of America (US) is a state that does not have a traditional nation. Composed primarily of hundreds of years of immigration, it is a quintessential multinational state. Nationalism as an ideology, however, has been popular throughout its history and with nationalism comes the use of myth to construct the idea of a country's nation. One competing version of that American nation relies in part on the appropriation of an early foreign policy document, the famous 1776 Declaration of Independence. e myths surrounding the document have built for two hundred years within American culture, ignoring the historical context and original meaning of the text itself. is cultural construction has helped build a creedal version of nationalism, a nationalism based around joint connection of a people to a set of principles rather than a common ethnic heritage, which has competed with a more traditional ethno-cultural based nationalism throughout American political development. is article suggests that the historical context of the Declaration matters for understanding the myth building necessary within certain nationalist ideologies competing for national identity in a state with no easily socially constructed primordial nation. is myth building has been possible even when the myth has to ignore and distort the basic historical and philosophical context surrounding one of the most universally taught documents in a culture.
ere is a widespread American myth that the Declaration of Independence draed by omas Jefferson is an important founding document for domestic politics in the United States 1 . is myth continues to spread through popular culture, political discourse, and academic textbooks 2 . One excellent American government textbook refers to it as a "constitutional document" 3 . It is common to hear on television the words of the Declaration mentioned in the context of understanding the implied rights granted by the US Constitution. e direct implication is that it was a document that created the American country and should guide our politics and society in general. Some of its words are referenced as the American "Creed" by textbooks and taught to American children so o en that it has a few words that every American can recite like words from the national anthem.
e 1987 Bicentennial celebrations of the US Constitution re-popularized the philosophical linking of the US Constitution and the Declaration. Popular culture and politicians quickly made adjustments to a speech made at Disney World on October 3, 1986 by the former Chief Justice, Warren Burger, who had retired to become Chairman of the Commission on the Bicentennial of the US Constitution. He asserted in his speech that "the Declaration of Independence was the promise, the Revolution brought us our independence, and the Constitution was what we did with our independence" 4 . Becoming a commonplace idea a er being "coined" by Burger, the idea quickly and popularly morphed into the Constitution as the fulfillment of the promises of the Declaration of Independence, a statement objected to by Justice urgood Marshall who argued the Constitution had no such intention. e idea found a natural home in American political culture. e 106 th Congress in 2000 actually published copies of the two documents entitled " e Declaration of Independence was the promise; the Constitution was the fulfillment" 5 . is mythological construction attributed to Burger can be found paraphrased on the National Constitution Center's website. e site goes on to claim that "to fairly apply the Constitution and its structure to contemporary problems, one must never travel very far from the 'self-evident truths' that men and women are 'created equal '" 6 . e Burger reference appears as well on the US Citizenship and Immigration website that provides copies of both documents as an outward facing image of our political 4 e Commission on the Bicentennial of the Constitution, We e People: e Commission on the Bicentennial of the Constitution, 1985 -1992 Final Report, 1992 culture. e website has a message stating "the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States are the two most important, [sic] and enduring documents in our Nation's history. It has been said that 'the Declaration of Independence was the promise; the Constitution was the fulfillment'"
7 . e myth has helped shape our political development, both support for the myth and reactions against it. It has also been used to support important social movements over the centuries. However, the myth obscures the historical context and meaning of the Declaration as a document with a text and specific political purpose. Instead, the foreign policy act itself and a few elements of the document developed into a symbol divorced from the original meaning.
Obscuring the enhanced prominence given to the document by social movements beginning in the 1820s and eventually President Abraham Lincoln in turn obscures the important role it plays in an ideological debate over nationalism that continues to exist today. e vote on July 2, 1776 by the Second Continental Congress concerning the independence portion of Richard Henry Lee's June 7 resolution for a declaration of independence, the forming of foreign alliances and the formation of a government for the independent country was primarily an act of foreign policy necessary to secure alliances and open trade in war materials with European countries. e final signatures were not made on the announcement until November of 1776; all stages of the resolution's release and formalization receiving a modicum of acclaim throughout the already at-war colonies.
Arguably the most famous five words, "all men are created equal", were repurposed from their original enlightenment-era meaning by social movements in the 1820s. Instead of an enlightenment-era fundamental assertion of social contract theories of political legitimacy, the words were used as a way of laying claim to civil and even economic rights. Pre-civil war abolitionists, including Frederick Douglas in 1852, laid claim to the words as hypocritical to the reality of slavery and slavery as therefore un-American. President Lincoln and others repurposed the words again with the goal of championing one side of an ideological debate over the proper basis of nationalism in US ideology and identity. Prominent use by social movements continued throughout the twentieth century, with for example Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. drawing on the mythical interpretation of the text with his famous speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial in 1963. e use of enlightenment rhetoric to inform ideological political development continues into the twenty-first century. e claim of the Jefferson's Declaration as an aspirational founding document rather than a rebuilding one used by Lincoln and others obscures the arc of the ideological debate over national identity that it represents.
Historical context of Jefferson's Declaration
e Declaration was a press release of a vote taken by the Second Continental Congress as an important act of foreign policy in order to secure trade in war materials and alliances in an ongoing war. It is commonly acknowledged as the "cornerstone document in the history of U.S. foreign relations" 8 . It was the announcement to the world that the British colonies, engaged in an ongoing war for independence, were officially joining the international system as independent entities that could form alliances and sign economic treaties.
e 1776 Jefferson's Declaration was one among many, although it was one with critical importance for foreign policy. By July of 1776, many of the colonial governments had already declared home rule to the same degree as seen during the early stages of decolonization and the dismantling of empires in the twentieth century. All that was lacking was internationally recognized de jure independence for all of the states, mostly because of uncertainty in the middle colonies. e most historically dramatic capstones of the process were the Virginia Convention's June 12, 1776 Declaration of Rights (influencing the dra ing Jefferson was doing on the Continental Congress' Declaration of Independence) and the June 29 Constitution of Virginia which de jure created a wholly independent country of Virginia.
On May 10, 1776 the Second Continental Congress resolved to send a message to all the states that the state governments should flesh out whatever was necessary to complete home rule. e preface for the resolution, written by John Adams and approved without unanimity a few days later on May 15, declared the people of the states would no longer be governed by Britain and that the people should create governments for themselves to protect "their lives, liberties, and properties" 9 . On June 7, Richard Henry Lee explicitly proposed means of seeking a foreign alliance and military supplies through European trade. European states would not negotiate alliances unless there was a formal breaking from any even symbolic rule from Britain and most were unwilling to trade the large amount of war materials necessary to successfully fight the war to what were still technically colonies of Britain. Legally, they were in a civil war and not an entity under international law that could negotiate treaties.
Lee's three part resolution was for a formal declaring of 13 independent states, to take any steps necessary for forming foreign alliances, and the creation of a confederation of the independent states 10 . Committees were formed from the three parts of the resolution to create the Declaration of Independence, the Model Treaty, and the Articles of Confederation. e first to return its work for vote was the five-man commit-tee with the simplest task, the Independence resolution's wording. e primary draing was done by omas Jefferson because the more complex work of the treaty model and Confederation governance needed to be done in the other committees. Jefferson was known mostly as Peyton Randolph's cousin who knew how to write well and had a party-trick of a memorized list of grievances against the king to which he was always adding. e committee and Congress amended a dra which contained an elegant expression of commonplace (Jefferson's word for it) notions of enlightenment rights and a list of grievances specifically against the monarch of Britain, impressively managing to invent a few more grievances than previous publications had.
Lee's Resolution passed on July 2 without New York's vote and the language for the press release was approved on July 4. What was unique about the document was that unanimity was finally achieved a week later when the endlessly equivocating New York approved of it. Upon being delivered around the colonies, some public notice of it was taken, particularly the tearing down of some statues of the king and some public readings such as happened with a brief but noteworthy celebration in Boston. Otherwise, the war went on and Congress set about the business of forming alliances and buying gunpowder. e only reason the July 2, 1776 vote on independence was taken by the Congress was to make the necessary legal step to securing foreign aid. is appears in the debates, the resolution itself, Jefferson's notes, and the instructions from the states to their Congressional delegations.
The contextual meaning of "All men are created equal"
ere is no tension between slavery and the inclusion in Jefferson's declaration "that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights". "Right" in Jefferson's time was commonly seen in the David Hume and Francis Hutcheson sense as the power of dominion over something. Unalienable rights to which all men are equally entitled is the enlightenment description of the source of political legitimacy, not a nineteenth to twenty-first-century conception of rights to which individuals are entitled as a protection from government intrusion 11 . Colonial-era Americans generally did not consider natural rights as being individual rights, mostly concerning themselves with the importance of communal civil and political liberty, the principle of the people needing to participate in government for the good of the society 12 . is is even reflected in the airing of grievances in Jefferson's Declaration. e grievances listed are mostly intrusions on the liberty of the communal public. e popular Whig ideology and the influential Scottish philosophers believed that the dissolving of the social contract, i.e. revolution, was acceptable when such grievances went unresolved. To quote Hutcheson, much favored by Jefferson:
But as the end of all civil power is acknowledged by all to be the safety and happiness of the whole body, any power not naturally conducive to this end is unjust; which the people, who rashly granted it under an error, may justly abolish again when they find it necessary to their safety to do so.
[…] e rights of the governor, as they are more important than those of any one private man, may be deemed more sacred than his private rights; but can never be deemed more sacred than the rights of the whole body.
[…] A good subject ought to bear patiently many injuries done only to himself.
[…] But when the common rights are trampled upon [the governor] has forfeited all the power committed to him 13 .
Within the ideological context of the time, the equality of all men was the assertion of moral virtue being equal in all, at least in its potential. is common possession of moral virtue, rather than being uniquely given by God to a monarch, was the basis of the self-governing individual 14 . Jefferson did, in fact, believe in a Hutchesonian sense all men were born with equal amounts of the primary governing faculty, that of moral virtue 15 . He saw his slaves as being inferior in practically all other important ways, but deserving of self-government due to being equal in the potential for moral virtue 16 . Lockean conceptions of individual rights and a property-basis of natural law did not become dominant in the United States until the late nineteenth century 17 . What a reader can find in most freshman American Government textbooks as the "Creed" of the United States contained in Jefferson's Declaration, was at the time a commonly accepted late eighteenth-century Enlightenment assertion found within a wide variety of different social contract theories of political legitimacy in the pursuit of political liberty for a society, not an aspirational statement of social equality and civil rights for individuals.
The growth of mythical stature and the foundations of nationalism e act of celebrating an unified declaring of independence grew during the eighteenth century, but little attention was paid to the contents of the document 18 . By the war's end, some states were seeing a celebration of victory in the war mixed with the "signing" of the declaration on July 4, something that hadn't actually happened. In the 1790s, celebration of the U.S. Constitution was rolled into what was ultimately an arbitrary date of celebration. Debates over the Constitution hadn't mentioned the language of Jefferson's Declaration. e early American histories of the period paid it little or no attention until 1817
19 . e first state constitution to adopt its language was Wis-consin's, in 1848. Although the act of independence was mixed together with other patriotic symbols, the text of the document was largely ignored for decades. Its primary target was foreign propaganda, particularly aimed at France -even there it was ignored, even during the French Revolution. . Authorship led to some political interest in the mid-1790s when there was fighting between Jefferson and John Adams over authorship of the Declaration during election campaigns, as well as charges of plagiarism against Jefferson. e latter was answered by Jefferson that he hadn't been charged with doing anything original and that his assertions were commonplace beliefs and phrases, a voicing of his age's common sense. In the words of historian Pauline Maier, the Declaration was intentionally unexceptional 21 . Into the 1800s, Adams maintained that the Declaration was theatrical propaganda done as a group project 22 . Authorship was used as a tool of sniping between Federalists and Republicans; July 4 commemorations only mutually agreeing on remembering the act of independence, rather than the text of the public document announcing it.
Politically resurrecting the document itself as a patriotic symbol started a er the War of 1812 had been fought. Anti-British nationalism had been stoked by the war and reprinting of the Declaration became something of a popular hit by 1817, expensive and artistic engraved designs covered with patriotic symbols and portraits being sold for outlandish prices, up to 13 dollars for the truly elaborate ones 23 . e U.S. Congress commissioned in 1817 for its rotunda the famous painting by John Trumbull of his imagined vision of the presentation of the dra ing committee's Declaration. Pauline Maier has ably tracked the rise of sacred language used in reference to the Declaration a er the war, long before Lincoln was to do so as noted by many other historians. e happenstance of Adams and Jefferson dying on July 4, 1826, a day already prepared for 50 th anniversary Declaration celebrations, caught the imagination of Americans.
Social movements in the 1820s seized upon the "all men are created equal" phrase, declaring their movements inherently American through reference to Jefferson as an intrinsic part of the American political system 24 . is new meaning for the words grew equality as an American aspirational ideal within a particular ideological vision of the country. In addition to specific policy demands supported by the movements, that ideological vision included the construction of an American nation with a membership defined as supportive of the aspirational ideal that was being built on mythical foundations. As the new nation struggled with self-definition, tied together by civic ideals, the language of the Jefferson's Declaration was co-opted to support an emerging myth.
A "nation" is most commonly used to refer to a group of people with a common language, culture, shared history, and an ancient homeland that should belong politically to the nation 25 . However, this "imagined community" as Benedict Anderson calls it, can imagine itself in any fashion it wants, o en changing over time and altering who is included and who is excluded from the boundaries of the nation 26 . Such a defining of the word nation reminds us that a nation as used by most is a socially created construct, not an objectively measurable physical one based on bloodlines. Although scholars use many definitions of nationalism, the category of "civic nationalism" is o en used in the United States to refer to an ideological vision of a "nation" as a citizenry of a country bound together by a common support for liberal values, political institutions, collective historical memories, and a willingness of that citizenry to uphold the civic traditions of the country 27 . As Rogers Brubaker points out, this defining of "civic nationalism" is a very broad and ambiguous term and any civic versus ethnic based categorizations of nationalism need to be made with care 28 . "Creedal nationalism" differentiates a specific subcategory of civic nationalism, one less vague than the broad conception of civic nationalism. Creedal nationalism is an ideology that defines what the most important values are within the society and political system, concentrating on a distilled essence of a set of ideals expressed in simple terms. For creedal nationalism, membership in the "nation" is contingent only on support of those ideals and not any shared language, racial, or religious characteristics o en used by ethnicity-based nationalism. It is an ideology that has an inclusive version of defining the people who are allowed to be members of the nation by the criteria of supporting the values of the creed. Like any ideology, it acts as a view of what the role of government should be. In the case of the social movements of the United States in the 1820s, the "Jeffersonian Creed" of equality was used to support the ideal of equality as being an inherent characteristic of the American nation. is usage grew in intensity over the next decades, particularly amongst the women's rights movement and the abolitionist movement. Angelina Grimke, an American abolitionist and women's rights advocate, wrote a pamphlet published by the American AntiSlavery Society in 1836 appealing to Christian women in the South and used Jefferson's Declaration and the Bible to support the anti-slavery movement. Her first proposition was that slavery was contrary to Jefferson's Declaration, with only the second proposition being that it was contrary to the Bible since the Bible was argued by many to condone slavery and was therefore the more complicated argument to make. She points out in the pamphlet that most of the Abolitionist books and papers draw primarily from the Bible and Jefferson's Declaration 29 . e famous women's rights Seneca Falls Convention of 1848 passed a Declaration of Sentiments that explicitly mimicked Jefferson's Declaration, changing primarily the famous phrase to "all men and women are created equal" and detailing the list of sufferings of women under the tyranny of men. e abolitionist movement regularly pressed for a reading of Jefferson's Declaration as an inherent condemnation of slavery due to all men being created equal. e equally famous speech by Frederick Douglas in Rochester, New York (appearing in many literature textbooks) on July 4, 1852 condemned the celebration of the Declaration of Independence as rank "bombast, fraud, deception, impiety, and hypocrisy" as long as slavery existed 30 . is makes perfect sense today and did so in the 1850s. It would have made significantly less sense if referenced 75 years earlier to an act made to formalize the war in order to secure gunpowder and European alliances.
Historians point to the influence of Lincoln as solidifying a creedal nationalism based around the principles in Jefferson's Declaration as re-defined and reinterpreted by mid-nineteenth-century politics. e well published Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1858 helped solidify and popularize this more civic and Lockean style of nationalism based on an imagined community of principles rather than ethnicity. e debates and Lincoln's future speeches grew out of the fertile ground of the decades that proceeded them. Ethnic-based nationalism remained popular and Douglas was correct in the debates that Lincoln was misinterpreting Jefferson's self-evident truth (what some at the time, responding to the mid-nineteenth-century interpretation, started calling self-evident lies). Lincoln's June 26, 1857 speech in Springfield, Illinois was objectively false when he claimed "the assertion that 'all men are created equal' was of no practical use in effecting our separation from Great Britain; and it was placed in the Declaration not for that, but for future use" 31 . e "assertion" was of explicit use in its historical context of an enlightenment philosophy denouncing the Divine Right of the British king to rule over the colonies. Jefferson himself would have been aghast that a prominent and important bit of language in his beloved Declaration was being insulted as having no practical use at the time since he believed "that the highest test of a thing was its immediate practicality to the living generation"
32 . e political work of building a creedal nationalism around aspirational principles of equality and liberty continued by Lincoln to such an extent that many twentieth-century historians assumed a simple answer to the question of how the Declaration and the "proposition" that all men are created equal took on a holy status in American political culture. e simple answer was that Lincoln did it 33 . e more complex answer is that for decades a creedal nationalism was developing in conflict to more traditional styles of nationalism throughout the nineteenth century that was tied to more Lockean conceptions of liberty and political legitimacy.
Creedal nationalism in conflict with ethnic nationalism
Nationalism as a popular ideology grew throughout the nineteenth century, in both the competing creedal and ethnic versions. e multiethnic demographics of the United States continued to grow, even when taking into account the mythologized overstatement of English Protestant origins. Even during the colonial era, the future United States had already become extremely multiethnic with immigrants from around Europe, slaves brought in from the Caribbean and Africa, and Native Americans being absorbed where not driven out or enslaved. In 1782, Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, a Frenchman living in the New World, answered the question "What is an American?" with the response:
I could point out to you a family whose grandfather was an Englishman, whose wife was Dutch, whose son married a French woman, and whose present four sons have now four wives of different nations. Even for the direct descendants of the English immigrants, no shared ancient homeland existed to construct an American "nation" since their American homeland was not ancient, at most providing attachment to particular colonies.
Ethnic-based nationalism as an ideology competed with creedal nationalism as "Nativist" political movements defining the American nation as English Protestants descended from the colonial era gained in popularity over the nineteenth century, ethno-cultural identity providing the basis of membership in the nation. Although lacking the ancient homeland, such an imagining of the American nation was consistent with the nationalism movements gaining strength in Europe as populations in multi-ethnic empires sought self-determination. Every burst of diversity in immigration was reacted to by another burst in Nativist nationalism, an ideology o en associated with violence and denial of rights directed at the immigrants and anyone excluded from the ethnically bounded nation regardless of historical roots in the country. is has been a continuous process from the early origins of the country to the present. William Bradford, Governor of the Plymouth Colony established in 1620, was already complaining in 1642 about the undermining of the colony's culture by unworthy immigrants and inter-breeding with natives 35 . In 2017, white nationalists marched at omas Jefferson's University of Virginia chanting "You will not replace us" and "Jew will not replace us" 36 . Over time, building from the narrow foundations of an ethnically derived mythical first members of the American nation, nativist movements have needed to expand the ethnic boundaries of the American nation or be overwhelmed numerically and consequently politically in a democracy. e definition of who was a member of this nation tended to expand over long periods of time, eventually changing to include by the end of the twentieth century those who had initially been excluded such as Italians, Irish and Catholics. Extremist nativist movements remained, however, retaining their mythical ethnic boundaries.
e concept of a nation is socially constructed and therefore o en rests on the construction of origin myths. e struggle over how to define the American nation is strongly dependent on competing myths. e creedal nationalism built upon the foundations of the myths of the Jefferson's Declaration remains in conflict with a deep tradition of ethnic nationalism. National identity in a state with no "natural" nation is not less conflictual, but rather just as sharply divided as found in other states as boundaries between groups are socially constructed 37 . Many current political battles hinge on these constructions of national identity: is a citizen properly an American because they are a white Christian or is a citizen properly an American because they believe in certain principles of equality? tion was used as an ideological foundation within the domain of nationalism to create a modern creedal nationalism that lays claim to having always been present in our political system and therefore quintessentially American. e use of myth is common in nationalist ideologies. Myth certainly permeates the competing ethnic-based nationalism also found in the United States, drawing on a conception of an American homeland founded by a white English-speaking Christian nation (with the definition of "white" and "Christian" changing over time -even spreading now to "Judeo-Christian"). Myths can sometimes be quite useful, and I personally approve of an ideology that asserts equality for all human beings. However, creedal nationalism and ethno-cultural based conceptions of the American nation remain competing ideologies in the 21 st century. Within the catch-all party ideological foundations of the Democratic Party can be found creedal nationalism shaping views on immigration, civil rights and identity politics. Internal fighting within the Democratic Party over how to implement equality continues, but the creed of equality is constantly present. Within the catch-all party ideological foundations of the Republican Party can be found ethno-cultural based nationalism defining what is allowed as a real member of the American nation based on religion, ethnicity, and language. By the 21 st century, with Hispanic-origin populations increasing in size, leaders of the Republican party attempted to convince their voters that Hispanics should be seen as ethnically American and therefore welcome in the ethnically defined nation. Sometimes violent and o en extremist backlashes occurred within the party rejecting the expansion of the boundaries as having gone too far, leading to an ongoing fracture over the boundaries of ethnic nationalism in the party. e central myth surrounding Jefferson's Declaration devalues and misrepresents the struggle to achieve equality as a cultural element in American nationalism. To ascribe the 21 st century end product of over 200 years of ideological and identity development and struggle to the enlightenment era political leaders at the founding of the United States is to lose the ability to analyze political change. It obscures the origins and development of the varieties of American nationalism that researchers are tracking 39 . It is also damaging to those who still suffer the effects of inequality to suggest that the aspiration to civic equality was built into the conception of our nation from the beginning. Contrary to the mythical statements mentioned in the introduction, the US Constitution was not the fulfillment of the promise of equality for all. All national identities rely on myth building to some extent, but any analysis of the ideological development of nationalism needs to be aware of the boundaries of what is myth and what is not myth. e document and the famous words of equality that creedal nationalism claims as a foundational, even constitutional, document were an act of foreign policy propaganda during a time of desperate struggle in an ongoing war and used common enlightenment rhetoric lacking the meaning later generations placed on it.
Conclusions

